
Deligthful shades of beauty



Etacon, is made of peoples likes you, who are concerned about designing, 

Constructing and installation quality of product for the commercial and 

residential. We are custom manufacturer of not only tensile structure but also 

creative canopy. Etacon manufacturing company located in Gurgaon Delhi NCR. 

We are specialized in designing fabrication in installation of tensile structure 

using PVC coated, PVDF coated, Tio2 coated PTFE fabric.  

                  

About Us – Know us better

Etacon was established in the year 2004 and has over the years emerged as a prominent 

manufacturer and suppliers. Etacon is one of the best Indian tensile structure manufacturer 

company bases of Gurgaon Delhi NCR. Most creative and experienced speclist in architectural 

tensile fabric structure working with directly with client as well as architect real their vision. We 

are always happy to work superior innovative architectural tensile structure outdoor and indoor 

PVC, PVDF coated PTFE membrane with 5-15 years warranty, we will take profession complete 

design, fabrication, installation, project management & maintance.

Designing

Our team of professional structural 

engineering and designers. The client's 

requirements precisely and approach 

them in a technically ethical manner. 

Offering them the desired output 

reaching to his expectations in term of 

technically specification meeting the 

requirements tensile structure. Precisely 

our works involve innovation 

development of creative ideas and 

solution.



Advantage:   

1. Creative looking

2. Provide safe air environment

3. Green building solution

4. Protect , harmful Uv ray and rain

5. It give the day filtered light

6. It can constrcet quick and durability

7. Quick installation

8. Low specification weight

9. Large Span

10. Energy efficient

11. Look aesthetics

12. Transulation

Uses:

1. Car Parking Structure

2. Caffee area 

3. Hotels and Resort

4. School & College  

5. Indoor and outdoor 

6. Facades

7. Sports stadium roof

8. Shopping center 

9. Residential & commercial

10. Atrium 

11. It park

12. Roof top open area

13. Shelters 

Tensile structures we provide are the best 

solution for all your needs, weather you are 

looking for a product for your interiors or 

exterior. these structure are best suitable for 

the places which are openly suitable such as 

garden restaurants hotels, IT Park, shopping 

center, resorts, sports stadium, builders and 

office etc., these are manufactured using 

high quality raw material by our skilled 

professional that ensure its durability and 

long life. The wide range of tensile structure 

is available at affordable prices.

Tensile structure & shed:
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Entrance Tensile Structure & Walkway Cover

The car parking structure that protects your 

vehicle from outdoor weather. Top quality 

raw materials are used to manufacture these 

structures, so that they have durability and 

a longer life. They are available in various 

colors, and different shape of structure such 

as, Arch shape, vault shape, hyper shape, 

cantilever structure conical and shape. 

Material using membrane PVC coated & 

PVDF 5-15 years warranty.

Car parking structure & shed
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Tensile Canopy

Entrance shades cover the 

entry area of your homes, 

offices and restaurants and 

keeps the protected from 

the sun's Uv rays. Offers 

customers employee, 

tenants and visitors 

protection from heat, rain 

and harmful UV rays travel 

by foot and from 

destinations points at your 

location. The walkway 

tensile canopy, we installed 

building to building and 

entrance gate to 

administrator office block, 

retail spaces, hospital, 

school and college. 

Our range high quality water proof tensile 

canopy as per feet for outdoor, classroom, 

play area walkway, dining area. Our tensile 

canopy, umbrella and free standing tensile 

canopy. Etacon Company are committed to 

providing you with the perfect outdoor 

solution through wide range & standard 

tensile canopy.  
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Tent Structure

Outdoor Sitting Canopy
Protect children from harmful Uv whilst 

providing safe open air environment to learn 

and to play ground, outdoor canopies 

teaching & waiting areas.

We provide unique tents for events; product 

launched parties, all outdoor events and 

exhibition. Our tents are made of PVC coated 

fabric and ms steel frames or powder coated 

frames or GI frame. We have a wide range of 

customized sizes and easy to install. 

Attractive tent for all occasions. 
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Conical Tensile Structure

The conical shape tensile structure provides 

aesthetic look it create ambience a large can 

be covered with minimum column, you have 

better use and the high center point creates, 

the outdoors Feel and eye- catching in 

design. 
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 Shade sSail

Shade sails are used to cover the open areas 

of your residence such as garden area, 

pathway cover, pool cover, caffee area, car 

park; long life PVC coated fabric, mesh 

fabric. 
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Structure Fabrication
We provide completed services designing, 

fabrication, installation Steel fabrication 

drawing geometry and analysis wind load 

structure, frame work mild steel in either 

painted or galvanized finish or polyester 

powder coated, cable and fitting marine 

grade(316) stainless steel fitting and using 

aluminum extrusion.
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Stadium Roof Tensile Structure
Etacon has unique expertise designing, 

fabrication, installation tensile cantilever 

long Span stadium roof structure. Using mild 

steel hot deep galvanize frame supported by 

steel cable. Roof material 5-15 years life. 

PVDF membrane & PTFE membrane. 
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Tensile Pool Cover

The cantilever structures enough shade and 

enough sun. The cantilever structure at edge 

of the pool or around the pool is required 

with damaging Uv rays. and much need sun 

protection sails structure are commonly 

most shape tringlour or hyper according area 

you have and the effect you want to create.
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Inverted Cone Umbrella

Tensile Facades

The inverted cones are designed fabricated 

and installated cone as unique design an 

integrated down spout that links into the 

site storm drains. There are no need for 

down spout and gutter the highly durable 

PVDF coated membrane will deliver excellent 

performance inverted umbrella are sitting 

the walkways, drop of zone entrance, visual 

appeal the building.

Facades tensile mesh fabrics give building life more as well as reducing electricity bill. But 

also prevent solar gain significantly. Reducing the need for air condition in warmar. 
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Atrium Tensile Structure

Tensile fabric roof structure are not visually appealing but are environmentally sensitive and 

ecomically competitive as wall as light weight membrane structure, provides a cost effective 

solution requiring less structure steel to support. The roof enabling long span & column free 

space. In addition membrane offer building owners reduced constrection cost and maintaince 

cost compared to traditional building materials. 
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Indoor Tensile Structure

Bus Stand Tensile Structure

Bus terminal tensile structure etacon idea was to create a good roofing 

structure looking innovative.

Interior structure obvious difference is that 

material & choice is wider support structure 

can be much uses ceiling & screen. 
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Gazebo 

Our company offers a diverse and 

attractive collection of gazebo available in 

various colors and shapes. Moreover, we 

also provide customization facility to the 

customers to suit their specific needs and 

demands. The company is also providing 

installation services to the customers with 

expertise. 
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“We are happy with your product and services.” 

(Mr. K. J. Singh, Chief Director Gen. Admin. NCDC Gurgaon, Haryana)

Mr. Prabhu Patil (MD)

809, Sector-45, Gurgaon,Haryana.

Mobile: +91-9873310328

Email: sales@etacon.co.in, www.etacon.co.in

Testimony:

“The final result is very good-Better than I expected or imagined”.           

(Mr. Dr-Rishi Mohan, MM Eyetech, Lajpat Nagar Delhi)

“I am very pleased with the workmanship from shade. Your people did a very good job 

and I have no hesitation in recommending you to my friends and colleagues”.                                                   

(Mr. Akhilesh Shrivastva-purchase manager, Haldiram, Noida UP.)

 “I am delighted with the result. Your staff did a great job. 

Manny thanks for your kind attention and excellent follow through”.                          

(Mr. Rajindra khandari-Manager, Eldeco Infrastructure Greater Noida UP.) 

“....We are very happy with it. It looks good and functions perfectly.”    

(Mr. Amresh- GM, Tulip Infrastructure Badsah pur)


